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Interview:  JT: So back to our conversation just now 
 
So I was saying that what flash to my mind when you told me about all these interviews that you are 
setting up with people you are actually making a fuller picture with these conversation. cause the 
picture is always about telling a story you see, when you get all these conversation from different guys 
right, you are actually helping you to expose. my mind is like these exposure helps you expose all the 
dark parts that you dont see, cause sometimes when you see you see your own angle and not other. so 
this helps you form a bigger picture and you can see from a fuller picture.  
 
SC: I think part of the people I want to approach are basically experts that fills out my blindspots, 
because what I see and what I assume is only a certain angle but by connecting to experts they basically 
fill up the blind spots so it becomes a fuller conversation and I feel that with that content you can 
actually guide the viewer along, whether they choose to see it or not but at least it becomes a wider 
perspective.  
 
JT: Because no matter how its an editing you see. The fact of who you are interviewing is already the 
process of editing, cause you are already curating or selecting the people to interview that you think 
would help you form this picture. So that is still like kind of a perspective from your side you see. Cause 
you dont just go out there and survey 10,000 people, you are actually selecting a few individuals that 
you think can help you fill up that blind spots you see. so that in a way you are already choosing your 
angle, its like as a photographer you choose your angle, so these people are the angle that you chose.  
 
SC: So are there any other people you would suggest? right now we have an economist, a geo politics 
expert, art media expert, contemporary art curator, karang guni, people who collect recycled materials 
for a living. do you have anyone else? I was kinda thinking of building the list to 10. obviously I think the 
list includes you as well. so just thinking that we have room for one or two more.  
 
JT: Well I think its nice for it to be from the top all the way to the bottom. so you gotta think of from the 
top to the so called bottom or we can say closer to the heart of the matter. its who you can get la. so 
karang guni is the heart of the matter right, and the people who are doing it is heart of matter right, so 
is there any more heat of the matter people downstream that you can find? or like families or relatives 
of those that are working in the matter. Cause it is also interesting to know from their perspective. 
 
SC: Like one of their children who studies in school? 
 
JT: Yea from example. 
 
SC: Ok 
 
JT: The other way is all the way to the top.  
 
SC: Our work is always about trying to be more encompassing. Because I think its easy to overlook the 
opinion of experts just as easily it is to overlook people at the bottom. you know, it cause we think we 
know how they feel. Hmm, ok I think maybe a child or a school kid could be interesting.  
 
 
JT: Because when the viewer goes there right (Exhibition), the viewer from his or her own background, 
identity and experiences will somehow connect to this piece of work or you know whatever they see at 
that point and to these stories, in his or her own way from their own life experience also. so many people 
will have it in different ways, they will have different reactions. 
 
SC: ok. Because right now our concept of the project has not changed that much. We want to equate 
the number of cans that you collect and you spread it out and you equate it to something. So 
remembering the last time we met, I said I found this lady who stays in a shared apartment but then 
choose to stay by herself. She actually refused to be interviewed, so I contacted the home that has a 
contact with her and after they explain to her what the project was about she decided not to be part of 
it. I even have a friend from MCYS who came to tell me that by right a case like this dont exist so I dont 
know if they are also sensitive to telling me about their actual situation cause if this goes on I basically 
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put her into a sensitive position. Hopefully on monday when I meet the people who collect cans, oh by 
the way at first we wanted to do it from a more official standpoint, so we contacted 10 different 
recycling companies in Singapore to contact them about us going in to photograph the cans and they 
all refused us. They all refused us because it was against  corporate guidelines or it was not hygienic and 
half of them just never reply. and this is interesting because when we are in china, we could get access 
to this quite easily, I think all the processes are still very manual and is seen as done by people who is 
relatively poor. whereas the moment when the collection point starts going up, people where using 
words and sanitation and so on and this is rubbish you know. so, in singapore you are obviously dealing 
with a very different set of guidelines. So its not as easy as we thought.  
 
JT: For sure. I mean it tells you something about Singapore itself la, you know, there is a certain guarded 
information or premise that they will never share.  
 
SC: Ya. and you would think that these are (Just) cans you know? But of course we manage to contact 
someone lower down the chain.  
 
JT: In Singapore, most people dont really know how recycling is done and why dont we need to sort our 
recycling also. You know my wife is from taiwan, so in taiwan they have to sort (Their trash), and 
everyday they will bring out different trash for different reasons, lets say its a can or its a paper or 
whatever, but in singapore the recycling bin used to be sort, but now its not, now its just one recycling 
bin, so you just throw everything that needs to be recycled into that bin and who does that sorting you 
know. 
 
SC: So the thing is, I did a job quite a few years ago for Keppel, I think its the Keppel side that produces 
electricity and what they do is that they change refuse into electricity and they are the ones with the 
technology which is considered very high technology that you can burn the majority of the rubbish save 
except for metal, that means you dont have to sort it, you can burn paper, organic waste, plastics even. 
it basically goes through an incinerator and everything is translated into electricity and what only comes 
out is water, which is quite amazing. So i went to the refuse center and they were basically sorting our 
metals from the rubbish and therefore aluminum is sort of abit more important, I think its because 
aluminum is still sorted out but ferrous metals can be sorted out through magnetic sorting. As 
aluminum is non ferrous you have to sort it out a different way. Otherwise everything else goes, whether 
its paper or plastic, you can still burn it and you can convert it to energy. And I think for Scandinavian 
countries, I remember reading a report somewhere in Sweden where they have to start importing 
rubbish because they ran out of rubbish to burn, and they run electricity based on the rubbish that they 
burn. But alot of countries dont have these facilities. A lot of the facilities are when you burn it, it 
generates pollution, like what developing countries like cambodia or india, that what they do.  
 
JT: So we were very puzzled how come nowadays we don't have to sort our rubbish anymore. and who 
does the sorting you know. So I always thought there will be somebody you know at the downstream 
that will be sorting it.  
 
SC: I mean the good thing in Singapore is that it gets automated very quickly. So in a way I feel that its 
also a bad habit that has been generated. I live in Beijing and in Beijing, I remembered overnight they 
said that there is no free distribution of plastic bags. So no matter what shop you go to even if you go to 
a boutique and buy a, I think i bought something branded and then they ask me would I like a bag with 
that and I said sure, and they would have to charge me an extra just for the nice paper bag that it 
would come with it in most other countries. In supermarkets its so used that you will buy groceries and 
carry everything in your hand whereas in Singapore, my mother in law still does it. She ask for extra 
plastic bags for everything that she carries simply because there is free distribution. So in a way, 
Singapore forget that whatever you are using and whatever you are discarding away, you are increasing 
your rubbish footprint. But you don't care because Singapore has made it so automated. So its not a 
good thing as well 
 
JT: This thing about sustainability in Singapore, the awareness is very low. I mean even though its a 
buzzword that people talk about all the time right, we use it in business, we use it in a lot of political 
things, or wherever we are pushing for yes Singapore I think we try our best to be like environmentally 
friendly but in the day to day mindset of the people, (Environmental consciousness)its very low. In terms 
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of like personally getting involved in the recycling or the sorting you know, we always expect it to be 
done somewhere in the higher level. 
 
SC: Ya, so its good and bad. I think in Japan, the discarding of rubbish is also very high tech but I think 
people are very aware of how rubbish is sorted. Like i know from a friend in Switzerland, In Swizterland 
you can only discard your rubbish in a particular plastic bag and that particular plastic bag actually cost 
money and it really cost alot, its like 10 plastic bags for 150 swiss francs, so each plastic bag is actually 
seen as a service. so you will make sure that whatever plastic is crushed whatever paper is reused, 
whatever things is really compacted so by the time you feel up a plastic bag, its heavy, its already well 
sorted.  
 
JT: Thats good la, that means you produce less rubbish la.  
 
SC: And it makes you aware that whatever you throw it becomes a consequence somewhere. Whereas 
in Singapore you take it for granted. Like how many times have you thrown away a mineral water bottle 
without crushing the bottle and screwing it (the cap). You just throw the whole bottle away.  
 
JT: Thats Interesting.  
 
SC: So how else. How else. Because I remembered you were saying that, you were even thinking of a non 
photographic installation. 
 
JT: Ya I think it will be interesting if you, because this story, the picture, for me the picture feel that its 
not just photography. you probably need more medium to help you communicate this story. maybe 
interview, maybe sounds of conversation for example if you want. or even shooting videos.  
SC: In fact at first after we spoke about was it two months or three months ago, it was before 
Tasmania, in may, So I remembered I came back and at first I wanted to shortlist the subjects I want to 
focus on to two people. a metal trader and a person who collect refuse. And at first I was even thinking 
that I will find the metal trader, interview him and then after that I will photograph his work spaces, 
where he works, where he has lunch, his work route, his life around him, his recreational activity, but 
without showing him. that means everything becomes a space. And then I want to talk to the refuse 
collector and once again I want to see where her or his targets are. that means where he or she targets 
where to get this refuse. Where do they stay, eating places, so you basically condense the stories of 
these two different people through the environments they exist in but then I also felt that it became a 
bit political because what you are showing is inequality in a starker sense, because basically the place 
where these two people will eat would be vastly different and the environment they exist in will be vastly 
different. So I don’t know whether this would create... I don’t know what will be the resulting images. 
 
JT: Well the thing about this great idea is that we are also trying to predict like what is the outcome in 
terms of what the audience is going to decipher from the photographs or the things that we are going 
to shoot in sequence and our gut feel is that there is going to be negative feeling towards lets say our 
government, or the top or to society you know. its like  feeling that these guys are in a way victims or 
not doing well, but I think you never know, you really never know. 
 
SC: Well I think I have never set out to do this project as an anti government stance because we have 
always started it from a more international standpoint. But of course Singapore being Singapore, 
anything that doesn’t talk about the glitz and the glamour and the number ones, becomes almost a 
critique of Singapore and of the government. Which is  kind of strange in a sense, because we having 
grown up in Singapore, we have also made a point that anything that works well is taken for granted, 
anything that is less than perfection becomes the government’s responsibility, whereas living in Beijing, 
being from Malaysia, your individual success almost always depends on you as an individual, the 
government is only there to sort of hold the fort, but its not there to solve every single problem. Well at 
least the Chinese I speak to you know, I don’t think any of them would depend for government’s help or 
for the government to solve the problems. I mean at the very least, they would want some basic services 
and guarantees from them, but I think their success and failure is not determined on the govt. Whereas 
I think in Singapore, whenever  we talk about something like this, inevitably it becomes the responsibility 
of someone up there. and I certainly don’t want the work to be seen as that because its not the point, I 
think if that becomes the point then the work becomes very single dimension. 
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JT: I think I mean I obviously know where you are coming from in that you are not thinking in that 
narrow pathway, in terms of just doing a critique of the government or putting a spotlight and saying 
that these guys are victims or whatever or they are not doing well you know. It is just that for most 
audiences in Singapore, my feeling is that sometimes their own personal resentments or grudge that 
they have with authorities or the government and they will find opportunities to project that to certain 
things. so lets say like even a success story like Joseph schooling wins the olympics, people also find ways 
to project their anger at the government through him as well. Whatever ways that they have, whether 
its a success or a failure, they will try to funnel their anger or resentment that they have to the 
government of dissatisfaction through that you know. so obviously you cant really prevent that. 
 
SC: I think in a way its less of a Singapore problem but more of a global problem. Because in America its 
the same thing you know. look at the politics today. The amount of voices that are toxic and if you use 
internet as a gauge or if you use domestic news coverage as a gauge then you will feel that the entire 
america is very toxic right now and I see a lot of social media feeds... ( the back is irrelevant to The Topic 
of equivalence.) 

 


